
 

 

2nd Kup Grading - (red belt to black stripe) 

(Grading syllabus can change at examiners discretion)  
 

You will be graded on previous white belt, yellow stripe, yellow belt, green stripe, 

green belt, blue stripe, blue belt and red stripe grading plus…….. 

 

Line work: 

 Obverse punch in L stance  

 Front leg hook kick turning kick combination landing forearm guarding block in L stance  

 Front kick, side kick combination (same leg) land Knife strike in L stance  

 Palm pushing block in L stance  

 Low knifehand guarding block in L stance on the spot circular block in walking stance  

 Stepping in side kick off the front leg, reverse side kick, landing knifehand guarding 

block in L stance  

 

Sparring work: 

 1 step sparring – intermediate (defence and combination of counter attacks) 

 Free sparring (full kit light contact) 

 

Patterns: 

 Hwa Rang (29 Movements) 

 

Additional: 

 Destruction – one hand and one foot technique of students choice (minimum belt height)  

(See braking requirements) 

 

Theory: 

What does black belt signify? Black belt is the opposite of white, therefore signifying maturity 

and proficiency in Tae Kwon Do. Also indicates the wearer’s imperviousness to darkness & fear. 

 

What is the meaning of the pattern Hwa Rang? Hwa Rang means “flowering youth” and is named 

after the Hwa Rang youth group which originated in the Silla Dynasty around 600AD. This group 

eventually became the actual driving force for the unification of the three kingdoms of Korea. 

The 29 movements refer to the 29th Infantry Division, where Tae Kwon Do developed into 

maturity. 

 

How many movements are in the pattern Hwa Rang? 29 movements 

 

 

 

What the examiner will be looking at: Stances – Power – Focus - Knowledge of theory 

 

Time till next grading: 6/9 months dependent upon individual being ready and amount 

of lessons attended. 



 

 

Challenge yourself, with additional learning 
 

Closed Ready Stance ‘C’ Moa chunbi sogi ‘C’ 

 

Fingertips Sonkut 

 

Inside An 

 

Instep Baldung 

 

Pushing Block Miro Makgi 

 

Downward knife hand strike Naeryo sonkal taerigi 

 

Upset Punch Dwijibo jirugi 

 

Release move Jappyosol tae 

 

Waist block Hori makgi 

 

Knee kick moorup chagi 

 

Vertical stance Soojik sogi 

 

Obverse middle section punch Baro kaunde ap joomuk jirigi 

 

Reverse Side kick Bandae Yop Chagi 

 

Reverse Turning Kick Bandae Dollyo chagi 

 

L Stance Niunja sogi 

 

1 Step sparring Ilbo matsoki 

 

Semi free sparring Ban jayoo matsoki 

 

 


